SECRET

ATTENTION: ROOM 3662, TL 241, EXT 1507

PROJECT NINE NAUGHT EIGHT (908); SUPPORT TO THE INTELLIGENCE COMMUNITY

BUDGET: 11/15/85

THIS COMMUNICATION IS CLASSIFIED SECRET IN ITS ENTIRETY.

RE: SALT LAKE CITY AIRTEL TO BUREAU, AUGUST 7, 1984;
AND BUTEL TO SALT LAKE CITY, OCTOBER 7, 1985.

REFERENCED BUTEL REQUESTED UPDATE AND/OR SUPPLEMENTAL
THREAT ASSESSMENT RELATIVE TO RICH, PANGUITCH, IRON, SEVIER,
SANPETE AND MILLARD COUNTIES IN UTAH.

SALT LAKE CITY NOTES THAT PANGUITCH IS CITY IN GARFIELD
COUNTY. THERE IS NO SEPARATE PANGUITCH COUNTY. FOR PURPOSES OF THIS UPDATE, SALT LAKE CITY WILL INCLUDE GARFIELD COUNTY IN ADDITION TO ABOVE-LISTED FIVE COUNTIES IN UTAH:

1. CRIMINAL ACTIVITY
   A. THERE ARE NO ORGANIZED CRIMINAL GROUPS KNOWN TO PERATE IN ANY OF ABOVE SIX COUNTIES.
   B. THERE IS NO HIGH LEVEL NON-ORGANIZED CRIMINAL ACTIVITY IN ABOVE SIX COUNTIES.

2. INTELLIGENCE RELATED ACTIVITIES
   A. THERE ARE NO SIGNIFICANT CHANGES IN U.S. GOVERNMENTAL INTELLIGENCE/DEFENSE ACTIVITIES WHICH MAY BE TARGETS OF HOSTILE INTELLIGENCE SERVICES WITHIN THE CONFINES OF ABOVE COUNTIES BEYOND THAT SET FORTH IN REFERENCED SALT LAKE CITY AIRTEL. ATTENTION IS DIRECTED TO PART C, PAGE SIX OF REFERENCED SALT LAKE CITY AIRTEL CONCERNING MILLARD COUNTY.
ADDITIONALLY, THE CURRENT LISTING OF DISCO FACILITIES (CORRECTED TO FEBRUARY 27, 1985) OPERATING WITHIN THE STATE OF UTAH NUMBERS 60 FIRMS. NONE IS LOCATED WITHIN THE ABOVE SIX COUNTIES.

B. THERE HAS BEEN NO KNOWN TRAVEL WITHIN THE PAST YEAR OF HOSTILE INTELLIGENCE PERSONNEL OR OPERATIVES TO THE THROUGH THE ABOVE SIX COUNTIES DURING WHICH INTELLIGENCE (GEOGRAPHICAL, ECONOMIC, CLIMATIC, ETC.) COLLECTION WAS APPARENT.

3. EXTREMIST/TERROIST RELATED ACTIVITIES

THERE HAVE BEEN NO SIGNIFICANT CHANGES REGARDING EXTREMIST/TERROIST RELATED ACTIVITIES, INCLUDING (A) FOREIGN GROUPS OR INDIVIDUALS, AND (B) DOMESTIC GROUPS OR INDIVIDUALS WITHIN THE STATE OF UTAH (INCLUDING ABOVE SIX COUNTIES) BEYOND THAT DETAILED IN THE FOLLOWING EDITIONS OF REFERENCED AIRTEL: SECTION III C (CRITERIA COUNTRY SUBJECT PRESENCE); SECTION III E (LEFT WING POLITICAL ENTITIES AND RADICAL GROUPS); AND III F (RIGHTING RADICAL GROUPS).
4. PERTINENT DEMOGRAPHIC FACTORS

There have been no significant changes regarding pertinent demographic factors including ethnic concentrations or large religious sects including above six counties beyond that detailed in the following sections referenced Airlie: Section III C (criteria country presence); Section III E (Left wing political entities and radical groups); and III G (Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints - Mormon Church).

Salt Lake City continues to believe the single factor having the greatest potential to affect any U.S. governmental actions in the state of Utah regarding optioned matter continues to be the Mormon Church. This analysis is set forth in pages 18-27 of referenced Airlie.

CGR by G3, DECLASSIFY ON OADR.